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Todd Sanders
Reflections on Two Sticks:
Gender, Sexuality and Rainmaking
Sexual matters bulk large in the art of
the natives as they do in his life; but here
it may be very difficult to understand his
feelings. Since childhood he is a stran-
ger to none of the natural functions. If
he chooses a sexual theme for his song
he does not go in for poetic freedom or
make the most of the occasion. He is
everywhere free and has everywhere his
occasion. Lewdness is an invention of
civilization (Koritschoner 1937: 52).
It is not hard to imagine the weight that
the opposition between masculinity and
femininity must bring on the construc-
tion of self-image and world-image when
this opposition constitutes the fundamen-
tal principle of division of the social and
the symbolic world (Bourdieu 1990: 78).
It was yet another sweltering day in Ihanzu, north-central Tanzania.
Although it was mid-February, the sun shone down on us with an unseasona-
ble and unreasonable vengeance, the rains long overdue. Having wound
our way through the bush and up the hill on a narrow, serpentine path earlier
in the morning, we now sat in a small, dusty clearing. We had come to
this secluded sacred site—most with great hopes, many in sheer despera-
tion—to carry out an ancestral offering for rain.
The sheep had already been sacrificed, and the grandchildren were now
moving into the centre of the clearing to start the fire. The grandson gras-
ped a long, slender stick between his outstretched palms. Placing its tip
into a small hole in a second flat stick that the granddaughter held on the
ground, he twirled the firedrill determinedly. At the same time he theatri-
cally intoned an address to the spirits.
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At that moment, as I scribbled hurriedly in my notebook, an elderly
man who had been sitting silently next to me all morning leaned over. “Do
you see those two sticks?”, he enquired meekly. Ever the anthropologist, I
continued to write, thinking this was a decidedly inopportune moment to
deliberate over a couple of sticks. Smoke began to rise from the point
where the sticks met, a certain sign that the fire would soon ignite and that
the addresses would be over.
When the addresses finally finished, I turned to the man. “What was
that about the sticks?”, I asked. Smiling wryly, he spoke: “The long, slen-
der stick, that’s the male. And the short, fat stick with the hole in it,
that’s the female.” Apparently my expression betrayed puzzlement. He
elaborated: “Look: the male is active, the female passive. Still, can either
do anything alone? No, of course not. But if they co-operate, if they have
sex, fire is born.” Grinning as if he had just given away the game, he
leaned back and said no more. Although this elder no doubt felt otherwise,
for me, this was the beginning, not the end, of my musings over the relation-
ship between rainmaking, gender and ritual power.
As the months passed, I participated in many similar ancestral offer-
ings. And as before, other men and women spontaneously explained to
me in nearly identical ways the centrality of the firedrill to those rites and,
of course, the gendered and sexual symbolism that came with it. The aim
of this article is to come to terms—if somewhat belatedly—with those two
sticks. More broadly stated, my goal is to delve into the relationship
between the cultural construction of gender, sexuality and rainmaking rites
and beliefs in Ihanzu.
Even though my interest in rainmaking, gender and fertility derives from
one particular ethnographic encounter1, the theoretical implications move
well beyond it. Most anthropologists concerned with rainmaking in Africa,
as good empiricists, have noted the centrality of gender and sexual symbol-
ism in these rites and beliefs. More often than not, however, they have
been puzzled by this, and have therefore either de-emphasised the topic or
ignored it altogether, focusing instead on more instrumental social, political
and economic aspects surrounding rainmaking (e.g., Beemer 1935; Colson
1948, 1977; Evans-Pritchard 1938; James 1972; Larson 1966; O’Brien 1983;
1. This article is based on fieldwork carried out in Ihanzu, Tanzania, between Aug.
1993 to May 1995 and June to Sept. 1999. I thank the UK Economic and Social
Research Council, the US National Institute of Health, the University of London,
the Royal Anthropological Institute and the London School of Economics for
funding different portions of this research; and the Tanzania Commission for
Science and Technology (COSTECH) for granting me research clearances. Com-
ments by Albert Schrauwers and the anonymous reviewers helped to sharpen the
argument. As is always the case, I alone am responsible for any shortcomings
that remain. Finally the men and women of Ihanzu deserve untold appreciation
for their unfailing hospitality and their indefatigable interest in my ongoing pro-
ject. I can only hope I have “told it right”, as they always insisted I must.
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Wollacott 1963). Important though these topics undoubtedly are, my con-
tention is that our understanding of rainmaking in Africa will remain decide-
dly impoverished until we pay more careful attention to locally-informed
understandings.
Rainmaking in Africa: A Brief Overview
Rainmaking in Africa has long interested Westerner observers, academic
and otherwise2. And for as long as such observers have reported on African
rainmaking rites and beliefs, they have reported on their blatant sexuality
and the presence of things gendered. This has been the rule not the
exception.
All across the continent, for example, we find gendered rainstones
(Cooke & Beaton 1939: 182; Hartnoll 1932: 738, 1942: 59; James 1972:
38; Middleton 1971: 196; Packard 1981: 69; Rogers 1927), some of which
are themselves allegedly “capable of reproducing” (Avua 1968: 29). Also
common are gendered rain pots (Cory 1951: 51n; Hauenstein 1967b: 13);
male and female rain drums (Weatherby 1979); male and female rain statuet-
tes (Ntudu 1939: 85; also Johnson 1948: 41, 96 [plate]); and even male and
female rains (Bleek 1933: 308; Ginindza 1997: 152; Holas 1949; Marshall
1957; Sanders 1998). And this is just the beginning.
More often than not, rain rituals themselves, much like the implements
used in them, hint at the cultural salience of gender and sexuality (e.g.
Håkansson 1998: 276; Hauenstein 1967b, 1967a; Hoernlé 1922; Jellicoe et
al. 1968; Lindström 1987: 77; Murray 1980; Schoeman 1935; Ten Raa 1969;
Vijfhuizen 1997). Songs sung during such rites are often sexually explicit
or, if not, highly suggestive (Evans-Pritchard 1929; Jacobson-Widding 1990:
71, n7; Krige 1968). So, too, are the ancestral addresses for rain made
during such rites (Leakey 1977: 203).
By the same token, the opposite of rainmaking-that is, “rain-break-
ing”—is frequently associated with sexuality or the breach of taboos using
genitalia. In some places a man may destroy the rain by urinating on a
fire (Marshall 1957: 237) or “by raising his posterior to the clouds” (Mac-
Donald 1890: 130).
It is not difficult to imagine why gender and sexuality might feature
centrality in most, if not all, African rain rites. For in most places and
most cases, rain equals fertility on the grandest scale: without rain, people,
plants and animals whither and die. In short, rain is life. It might thus
2. Writings on African rainmaking are too numerous to detail. See bibliographies
in PETERMANN (1985), SANDERS (1997) and ZIMON (1974). For some early
accounts of various African rain rites, most of which offer interesting but decon-
textualised accounts of various rain rites, see COOKE & BEATON (1939), DORNAN
(1928), DRIBERG (1919), FEDDEMA (1966), HARTNOLL (1932), LUDGER (1954),
NTUDU (1939) and WRIGHT (1946).
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seem banal—if not palpably tautological—to point out that rain rites, which
are after all rites of fertility, are full of fertility symbolism. What is alto-
gether more puzzling is why so few scholars have dwelt on this3.
Take, for instance, Elizabeth Colson’s landmark paper on rainmaking
among the Tonga of Northern Rhodesia (today Zambia). In it she describes
at some length Tonga rain rites, but only to tell us that she is “frankly
uzzled as to why some are considered appropriate to the occasion. In one
the dancer limped sadly about the shrine... Other dances were obscene”
(Colson 1948: 279-280).
In one of the few, full-length monographs devoted to the topic, Isaac
Schapera repeatedly records but then either ignores or fails to appreciate
the significance of sexuality in rainmaking. He was told that:
“‘In the old days’ widows and widowers were doctored in groups outside the
village’, in the presence of the whole tribe. Their clothing was removed, and when
they were absolutely naked the doctors smeared their bodies with the juice of ‘sting-
ing bulbs’ (digwere tsedibabang). They were then made to cohabit together sexually
in public; if they refused... they might be killed on the spot. They were thought
to be holding off the rain, and unless they were so treated the country would become
‘spoiled’ by the heat of the sun” (Schapera 1971: 123).
Regrettably, Schapera seems to have made no further enquiries into the
local logic that lay behind this and other statements like it4. Nowhere in
this excellent monograph, in fact, does he provide any coherent account of
how the themes of sexuality, gender and fertility might be linked to rainmak-
ing rites and beliefs more generally5.
Still others writing about rainmaking seem to shy away from sexuality
altogether, even though the topic is, by their own accounts, not absent. In
their monumental study, The Realm of a Rain-Queen, Krige & Krige (1943)
have almost nothing to say about sexuality in rainmaking rituals, except this:
“In ritual, sex is symbolized to some extent, but only as an aspect of fertility, not
as a sensual pleasure, while obscenity is inconspicuous and must sometimes be
rationalized, as if it were questionable even under the auspices of the ritual. The
fertility theme is itself pushed far back, so that it is unrecognizable in the symbolic
background” (Krige & Krige 1943: 290).
3. There are some noteworthy exceptions. See FEIERMAN (1990), JACOBSON-
WIDDING (1985, 1990) KAARE (1999), KASPIN (1996), MIDDLETON (1971, 1978)
and PACKARD (1981).
4. Elsewhere, when examining a Tswana rain song, SCHAPERA (1971: 100) says: “I
cannot explain the allusions in the second song to ‘whores’...”
5. Other scholars relegate into footnotes their informants’ remarks concerning gen-
der. Hans CORY (1951: 51n) tells us that: “The kibiga is considered a house in
which the shigemero represents the male and the four pots represent the female
element. Rain is generated by these two elements to the accompaniment of
lightning and thunder.” To this he adds no further explanation.
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We might be justified in wondering just how sex is symbolised as an
aspect of fertility if at the same time it is “unrecognizable in the symbolic
background”. Or why obscenities, if they are really so inconspicuous, must
be rationalised at all. And to whom, exactly, must they be rationalised
(except to their ethnographers)? But whatever the case, the noteworthy
point is that it has been common for scholars writing about rainmaking to
note the presence of gender and sexuality, only to dismiss these themes as
insignificant for its comprehension. We can only guess at how many others
might have failed completely to report similar themes in rain rites for their
apparent irrelevance. It was only recently, after all, given impetus from
feminist scholarship, that sexuality was “rediscovered” in anthropology as
a topic worthy of theoretical consideration (Lindenbaum 1991; Tuzin 1991;
Vance 1991).
My aim in this article is to show how, amongst the Ihanzu of north-
central Tanzania, people’s ideas about gender, sexuality and transformative
processes inform and give meaning to certain rain rituals and everyday prac-
tices and vice versa. On the one hand, in the Ihanzu everyday world, gender
representations and practices are multiple, contradictory and contested.
There are three Ihanzu notions of gender: male superiority, female superior-
ity and gender equality. Of these, the first is most commonly foregrounded
in men’s and women’s day-to-day lives. Even so, men and women fre-
quently find themselves engaged in a tacit struggle over the relative position
of the genders. Resolution is always situationally defined and is thus fleet-
ing. This is the state of affairs in the mundane world.
In the ritual realm of rainmaking, on the other hand, matters are differ-
ent. Disputes over the relative statuses and powers of the genders are tem-
porarily resolved; the gendered state of affairs is agreed to by all. It is here
that the ideology of gender symmetry or gender complementarity eclipses all
others and becomes hegemonic (Ortner 1996). To be sure, this eclipse is
not total. In rain rites there are still traces of gender asymmetries to be
found. Competing gender representations are comprehensible only when
defined one against the other (Moore 1994: ch. 3). Yet, on balance, when
it comes to Ihanzu rain rites, men and women stress gender complementar-
ity, by which I mean interdependent and equal6.
The reason people foreground notions of gender complementarity during
rain rites, both conceptually and in practice, has to do with their ideas about
reproductive processes broadly defined (also Sanders 1997, 1998, 2000).
In Ihanzu eyes, cosmological transformations result only from the comple-
mentary combination of the cultural categories “male” and “female”. In
6. The term “complementarity”, I am well aware, does not logically demand equal-
ity. Different social classes or people in a caste system, for example, might
well be considered “complementary” in that they are interdependent but they are
also highly unequal. How complementary elements fit together is ultimately an
empirical not theoretical question. I use the term as it relates to Ihanzu under-
standings of transformative processes.
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other words, power comes in differently gendered pairs; and these pairs
must combine as equals to ensure efficacy (Heald 1995). This is as true
for making rain as it is for making babies. Underlying all Ihanzu transfor-
mative processes we find the same cosmological model, what might be ter-
med a “procreative paradigm” (Herbert 1993)7.
Such broad notions of reproductive processes are sometimes formulated
discursively, as the elder’s statement about “male” and “female” firesticks
above reminds us. Yet it would be unwise to speak of culturally-specific
ideas of fertility and transformative processes as “folk models”, if this requi-
res we reduce such understandings to verbal exegesis alone (Holy & Stuch-
lik 1981; Jacobson-Widding et al. 1990). To limit our understandings in
this way is to ignore the fact that many rituals are meaningful precisely
because they do, rather than say things (Moore 1999). In this context, it
is their illocutionary force that is at issue. Rituals, for those who perform
them, are culturally-appropriate ways of acting upon the world. They are
meant to make things happen. And this is particularly so in the context
of rainmaking, where the issue is not simply one of symbolic representation,
but of animating the cosmic and divine powers of the universe and effecting
change (Buxton 1973: 358-359). In fact, it is precisely this practical
engagement with the world that enables such rites convincingly to range
across, and draw their cosmic powers from, a number of separate yet interre-
lated cultural domains. Making babies requires the genders to combine
equally. So, too, does rainmaking. Before showing how and why this is
so, we need to elaborate on Ihanzu notions of gender, and how they are
operationalised in different everyday and ritual settings.
The Ihanzu of Tanzania
The Ihanzu of north-central Tanzania are a Bantu-speaking, matrilineal
people who number around 30,000. Although some keep cattle, goats and
sheep, they are first and foremost agriculturalists and largely imagine them-
selves as such. Sorghum, millet and maize are the staple crops and, together
with an assortment of wild greens, milk and dried fish, provide the bulk
of their diet.
7. This is not to argue, however, that “transformative processes invoke the human
model as the measure of all things” (HERBERT 1993: 5); that the human body-
with its universal physiological attributes and processes-necessarily provides a
shared “primordial psychobiological experience” (TURNER 1967: 90) that subse-
quently allows for higher order modes of social classification. Nor is it to sug-
gest that society invariably provides a template for making the body (DURKHEIM
& MAUSS 1963; MAUSS 1973). More likely, it would seem, is that both positions
are correct: that “the opposition between masculinity and femininity [. . .] consti-
tutes the fundamental principle of division of the social and the symbolic world”
(BOURDIEU 1990: 78) and that neither bodies nor society can be given logical
priority.
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Agriculturalists and part-time pastoralists the Ihanzu may be, but farm-
ing and herding in this arid region have never been easy. Annual rainfall
averages a meagre 20-30 inches. Even in the best of years rainfall is unpre-
dictable and patchy. Consequently, droughts and famines are not uncom-
mon. Furthermore, there are no year-round rivers that might alleviate or
lessen these difficulties. That the rains arrive on time—or indeed, that they
arrive at all—and fall regularly is, quite literally, a matter of life or death
for all concerned. This given, it should come as no surprise that rainmaking
rites and beliefs feature prominently in Ihanzu today, as they have done for
well over a century.
There are two Ihanzu ritual leaders (akola ihı˜) whose job it is to organise
and orchestrate all rain rites. One of these leaders is male, the other
female. To understand the significance of this royal gendered duo, and the
pivotal role they play in the Ihanzu cultural imagination, it is helpful to
explore briefly Ihanzu gender notions and practices.
There are three discernible Ihanzu notions of gender, each of which is
salient for men and women in different contexts8. The first such notion,
that male is superior to female, permeates much of the Ihanzu lived-in world
and informs people’s ideas and ideals about an array of daily practices.
This is most commonly the picture Ihanzu men and women provide when
asked to sum up gender relations among them.
This discourse asserts the frivolity of the feminine, suggesting that
women are sometimes simple, often irresponsible and largely lacking in
foresight. Many daily activities are justified on these grounds alone. The
when’s, where’s and what’s of planting, for instance, are almost always
decisions made by men, often on the grounds that women cannot understand
the complexity of these matters and would therefore make either the wrong
decisions, or no decisions at all. Similarly, ownership of and control over
livestock fall roundly into the male domain, again, because women are often
said to be incapable of caring for them over the long run. Men own nearly
all livestock. They inherit it, use it for bridewealth and make all important
decisions concerning its sale and slaughter. To a large extent, livestock—
but most especially cattle—is “men’s business” and women are excluded
from it. Livestock are thus male-coded9. In the political domain, too, it
is generally men and not women who play an active role. Whether for
witchcraft, theft or something else, local vigilante (nkı˜lı˜) meetings are
always men’s concerns, never women’s.
8. It would be inaccurate to see any one of these gender models as exclusively held
by either men or women, for both genders subscribe to all three perspectives at
different times, and under different circumstances.
9. Practices sometimes belie these ideals. For example, sheep and goats are often
herded by young girls and women. And a woman has disposal rights over the
milk of her husband’s livestock. Further, some women, though not many, inherit
and own livestock themselves.
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Whatever salience this first disparaging discourse about male-female
relations might possess, it is, in other situations, thoroughly undermined by
another suggestion: that females are superior to males.
Together a man and his wife farm their fields. Yet once the grain is
harvested and has been safely stowed in the grainstore, a wife gains close
to total control over its allocation within and outside the household. With
her grain, a woman must budget from one harvest to the next. She must
decide how much she can afford to give away to needy neighbours, kin
and others, and still have enough to provide for herself, her husband and
children10. She must additionally take decisions about when and how many
times to brew beer, the single largest contributor to household income, the
foundation of day-to-day social life in the villages as well as the bedrock
of the local cash economy. Beer brewing is associated with women as it
is always they, not men, who brew. It is also women who control the
proceeds of any given brew. These are most often used for the reproduction
of their own households.
For all these reasons, in domestic contexts, women are often symboli-
cally associated with grain and especially with stiff porridge and beer, the
indispensable grain products of everyday life. More than this, in a very
real sense control over grain is a source of women’s power and status.
Women control the ebb and flow of the local economy and village sociality
by controlling grain and its by-products.
In this context women and men alike generally recognise female
superiority. Not infrequently men portray themselves (often accurately) as
domestically incompetent and therefore at the mercy of wives, mothers,
sisters and other women. As one middle-aged Ihanzu man put it:
“Sometimes women are more powerful than we [men]. We depend on them. [. . .].
A man may live in a house alone but without a wife he is helpless, or at least he
has a lot of difficulties. He must fetch his own water, cut his own firewood, cook
his own food. [. . .] We depend on women like we depend on rain. This is why
I say that, if you look at it from another angle, perhaps it is really the women who
are the important ones, the most powerful.”
Ideas of female superiority are sometimes couched in biological
“facts”. As elsewhere in the region (Beidelman 1964: 377, 1993: 39), the
Ihanzu link female bodies with wetness (atotu) and male bodies with dryness
10. This is not just an ideal either. On several occasions I spoke with men who
ruefully related to me instances where they were personally denied access to
their grainstores by their wives. And without exception, rather surprisingly per-
haps, these men accepted (if sometimes reluctantly) their wives’ decisions. None
of this is to suggest, of course, that women’s control over grain translates directly
into unlimited options or opportunities for them. Women are still bound by
cultural constraints of appropriateness. A woman could not, for example, choose
to sell all her grain and take a bus trip around Tanzania without suffering ostra-
cism, or possibly worse.
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(akalamu˜ku). Men and women claim these biological differences are obvi-
ous, evinced by women’s “moist” vaginas and “fatty” bodies and men’s
“dry” penises and lean bodies. Wetness is associated with rain and fertility
and is thus highly auspicious. Dryness, in contrast, connotes precisely the
opposite. The fact that women are seen as “naturally” wetter than men
suggests that women are in some sense “naturally” better than men when
it comes to individual and social reproduction upon which all depend. On
occasion, I have heard men loath this apparent fact.
Thus, in everyday contexts, the Ihanzu hold competing views on the
nature of gender relations. In many contexts they see men as superior to
women. Indeed, this is the dominant gender discourse, and it pervades a
number of domains of daily life. But in certain contexts—namely those
related to reproduction of the household and images of male and female
bodies—it is palpable to all that women rule the roost. In these situations,
both on an ideational level and in practice, women appear to hold the upper
hand. The relative status of the genders in Ihanzu is therefore situationally-
defined. Under such circumstances, to gloss Ihanzu gender relations monol-
ithically as “patriarchal”, “matriarchal” or anything else would be highly
misleading, all the more so when we consider a third and final Ihanzu notion
of gender: gender complementarity or symmetry.
In still other contexts, male and female each has his or her own unique
abilities and tasks, none of which is thought to be inherently more signifi-
cant than any other. No relative evaluation of gender categories is
implied. In such contexts male is said to be active, female passive; male
leads, female follows; male is above, female below. In all cases, it is the
interdependence and mutually defining character of gender categories that
is at issue. Male and female complement and give meaning to each other.
There are several cultural and social arenas in which people strongly
emphasise this particular representation of the genders. One of the most
evident is in procreation beliefs.
The Ihanzu believe that both men and women possess fertilising fluids
(manala) which are required in equal amounts to create a child. These
fluids, frequently referred to euphemistically as “waters” (mazı˜) or “seeds”
(mbeu˜), are virtually identical, but are nevertheless in some sense gendered.
Men have male fluids; women have female fluids. In concert, though not
separately, the two are potent. When it comes to human reproduction in
the abstract, all I spoke with agree that male and female are equal (Sanders
1998). This is similarly the case for coitus.
It is correct and proper that men initiate sex. Women should not. Male
is active, female passive. Men, also, should be on top, women underneath.
In making such statements, many men and women insist that sex is about
male and female interdependence—the correct order of things—and that no
gender hierarchy is implied. Sex, in other words, people often take as
evidence of the underlying equality and mutually interdependent nature of
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the cultural categories “male” and “female”. Both genders must be combi-
ned as equals for successful reproduction. Only when joined are the gend-
ers ritually powerful and capable of bringing about change.
At life’s end, as at its beginning, notions of gender complementarity are
manifest. When people in Ihanzu die their souls (nkolo) are said to enter
the underworld (u˜lu˜ngu˜), immediately becoming ancestral spirits (alu˜ngu˜;
sing. mu˜lu˜ngu˜)11. These spirits do not dissolve into any androgynous col-
lectivity (Bloch 1987: 326-328) but, quite the contrary, maintain their dis-
tinctive gender identities. Both male and female spirits are equally thought
capable of afflicting the living (see also Kohl-Larsen 1943: 293). In spite
of suggestions to the contrary (McKnight 1967), in Ihanzu at least, there
is no apparent preponderance of afflictions by either maternal or paternal
spirits, nor are there any discernible differences between types or severity
of afflictions caused by male and female spirits. More often than not, in
fact, it is male and female spirits together that are ultimately responsible
for any given affliction. This is as true for personal affliction as it is for
spiritual intervention in matters of rain.
To sum up so far, both at life’s beginning and at its end male and female
are often viewed as equal and complementary. It is only in-between that
things are much less decided, the actual statuses and relative powers of the
genders being questioned and contested.
Resolution is context dependent and hence, at best, temporary. House-
hold grain—and more especially, grain transformed into stiff porridge or
beer—embodies ideas of female power and status, in the same way that
livestock, as part of the male domain, symbolically asserts male power and
status. Procreation beliefs and death, on the other hand, tend to emphasis
symmetry between the genders. So, too, as we shall see in the remainder
of this article, do rainmaking rituals and beliefs.
Ancestral Rain Offerings
The Ihanzu have a number of different rain rites. Some are performed
annually, at the onset of each new farming season. Others are performed
only in those years when the annual rites fail to bring the rain. Whatever
type they may be, all such rites are informed by the same underlying logic
of reproduction, what I have elsewhere called gender complementarity
(Sanders 1998, 2000).
11. As elsewhere in Africa, it is only certain categories of persons whose souls may
become spirits. On death, in theory, everyone’s soul (nkolo) becomes a spirit
(mu˜lu˜ngu˜). Yet in practice it is generally the spirits of the elderly-both male
and female-that afflict people and are thus remembered, regardless of what they
have or have not done during their living years.
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The focus here is on ancestral offerings for rain (mapolyo a mbula),
one among several types of Ihanzu rainmaking rites12. These rites take
place only when the rains have utterly failed and it has been divined that
the royal Anyampanda clan spirits have demanded such an offering. Offer-
ings take place over two days, but the entire ritual sequence often lasts a
month, sometimes longer. It is only the two Anyampanda royal leaders,
and no one else, who can bring such rain offerings to fruition.
To initiate the offering (ku˜ku˜mbı˜ka), which is done the evening of the
day of the divination session, a few “grandchildren” are summoned to the
male ritual leader’s homestead. These grandchildren (always classificatory
grandchildren) play a central role in all such rain offerings. They must
initiate all ritual activities. It is imperative, too, informants stress, that at
least one grandson and one granddaughter participate. Both genders must
be present (cf. Kenyatta 1959: 245).
The grandchildren place some white sorghum flour and water, together
with some ritually-significant tree branches, into a special long-necked cala-
bash (mu˜mbu˜). While addressing the royal clan spirits, they set the calabash
in the doorway of the male ritual leader’s homestead. Both grandchildren
address the spirits; the grandson’s addresses always precede the granddaugh-
ter’s. Such addresses are brief, usually stating the obvious—“We are now
putting your beer here in the doorway”, etc.—and are made throughout the
offering whenever the grandchildren initiate a new task. There are three
addresses, above all others, that are of decided importance in these offer-
ings. I will discuss these presently.
Several days later the grandchildren begin brewing beer. Unlike in
everyday contexts, however, where it is only women who brew beer, for
these offerings granddaughter and grandson must brew beer together. Over
the course of a few weeks, at each stage in the brewing process—addressing
the spirits, digging the beer brewing trench, collecting firewood and so
forth—these two must co-operate (kiunga) and “reside together harmoni-
ously” (wikiı˜ u˜za palu˜ng’wı˜). For reasons that will become apparent below,
it is worth noting that the beer brewing trench (ilu˜ngu˜) must be dug on an
east-west axis, which again differs from everyday beer brewing.
On the final day of brewing, the grandson and granddaughter set aside
a small amount of ritually significant beer (kinyau˜lu˜ngu˜). Just before sun-
down, they visit a few significant places where, as before, they address the
spirits. The places normally visited are, first, the royal clan offering sight
itself and, second, the graves of a few former ritual leaders, both male
and female.
The following morning, the male ritual leader leads the way from his
homestead to the royal offering site, a small mountain called Ng’wau˜ngu˜
12. For a description of a very similar ancestral offering to heal cattle (ipolyo la
ndwala), see SANDERS (1999).
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in the village of Kirumi. Everyone follows him in single file, walking
slowly, deliberately, speaking either in quiet tones, or not at all.
Most of the party ascends the mountain with the male ritual leader to
a small clearing. The female ritual leader, for her part, remains at another
clearing at the bottom of the mountain with a number of elderly women.
It is their job to prepare castor-seed oil (mono) to be used later in the
offering. Throughout the offering these women sing songs they convention-
ally sing at the birth of twins (ipaha), the women’s rain dance (isı˜mpu˜lya)
and girl’s initiation ceremonies (mu˜lı˜mu˜). Most of these songs are blatantly
sexual. Many are considered obscene.
In the principle offering clearing, people sit in distinct groups. Diviners,
together with the male ritual leader and some male elders, are expected to
sit at the highest point in the clearing. Most elderly men sit slightly below
them. Women sit further down the clearing and in the path, while those
who have never before attended such an offering, young men and women,
sit in the lowest position. Picture 1 shows the relative positions of men
and women at one such offering I attended. These particular seating arrang-
ements are not accidental (Obst 1912: 116n), and follow a specific cultural
logical I will explore below.
PICTURE 1. — ANCESTRAL OFFERING SEATING DIAGRAM
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When everyone is seated, the grandson continues up the path with some
beer (sometimes with a rainmaking assistant) to one of two sacred clan
caves. After removing his shirt, he sprays some of the ancestral beer over
the cave entrance and briefly addresses the spirits.
The grandson then collects a number of tree branches and places them
in the centre of the clearing, cut ends to the east, leaves to the west. The
two grandchildren lay down the sacrificial animal—most commonly, a black
sheep born at night—with its head to the west, atop the leafy branches.
Together the grandchildren smother the animal until it passes out, at which
time a Muslim slits its throat13.
After skinning the animal, the grandchildren start a fire “in the tradi-
tional way” (kijadi) by twirling a long, slender firedrill (kı˜lı˜ndı˜) into a hole
in a smaller, stationary hearth (kiziga) (see Pictures 2 & 3). While so doing,
each addresses the spirits aloud. One such address, the one that began this
article, went as follows:
“You, Mu˜nyankalı˜, who come from your senior house and are going to your junior
one, you have passed through Ihanzu and have seen we are carrying out an ancestral
offering, an offering in the cave. We have an offering for rain. We are offering
[you] water [i.e., beer], and a sheep that was born at night. Take good news to
the place you are going; and the bad, toss it into the waters of Lake Victoria”14.
These addresses are always made to Mu˜nyankalı˜, the name used for the
sun in ritual contexts. Being neither God nor spirit, Mu˜nyankalı˜ may be
understood as “a visible and tangible symbol of a supernatural world about
which nothing can be known” (Adam 1963: 22). In these addresses, refer-
ence is customarily made to the fact that Mu˜nyankalı˜—who is unequivocally
said to be male—is moving from one wife’s house in the east to another
wife’s house in the west (Adam 1963: 11-12, 22; Kohl-Larsen 1943: 303-
305). As he does so, grandchildren urge him to make it known to the
spirits that an offering is in progress in Ihanzu. Typically, too, they tell
Mu˜nyankalı˜ to remove whatever evil there might be, like witchcraft, and
to cool it in the waters of Lake Victoria, the (perhaps mythical) homeland
of the Ihanzu people.
Following this comes one of the most significant addresses of offering:
giving meat to the spirits (ku˜tagangı˜la). Collecting several roasted pieces
of the sacrificial meat, the grandchildren make an address to each of the
13. Traditionally sacrificial animals were suffocated to death (OBST 1912: 116).
Slitting their throats is a relatively recent ritual innovation which probably began
either in the late 1930s under Chief Sagilu˜, the first Muslim Ihanzu chief, or
under Chief Gunda in the 1940s who was also a Muslim.
14. The original address was as follows: “U˜ ewe Mu˜nyankalı˜ nu˜pu˜mile ku˜ mu˜tala
wako nu˜ku˜lu˜ n’u˜inzu˜ ku˜ mu˜tala wako nu˜nino, wakı˜la mu˜nu˜ m’Ihanzu wahanga
ku˜kete ipolyo, ipolyo la m’ikulungu. Ku˜kete ipolyo la mbula. Ku˜ipoelia mazı˜
n’ı˜nkolo naitugilwe u˜tiku˜. U˜ ko n’u˜ninzu˜ u˜twale ninza aya ni mabı˜ u˜magu˜mı˜le
mu˜ lu˜zı˜ mu˜ Nyanza”.
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four cardinal points, tossing, before each address, a piece of meat in that
direction. As always, the grandson’s address precedes the granddaughter’s.
This sequence of addresses completed, the diviner (or in some cases,
diviners) reads various entrails in an oblong, divining bowl (ntua) (Picture 4).
The bowl must be oriented east-west, like the beer trench and sacrificial
animal. The entrails invariably tell of the spirits’ gratitude for the offering,
of plentiful rains and of other things auspicious (Adam 1963; Obst 1923:
221-222).
Following the divination session, the women from the base of the moun-
tain dance and sing their way up the path, through the main clearing, to
the cave. Both grandchildren take a handful of chyme from the sacrificial
sheep and join them. At the cave, one at a time, the grandchildren address
the spirits and toss the chyme around the entrance, “to cool” (ku˜pola) the
spirits. The grandson then descends to the clearing. The female ritual
leader, the granddaughter and a few other elderly women of the royal clan
remove their clothes and, carrying the half-gourd of castor-seed oil, enter
the cave. After the granddaughter addresses the spirits, the women anoint
some ancient cave drums with oil15. They enter a second, nearby sacred
cave too, naked, where they anoint an enormous ancestor-snake (usually
described as a python) that allegedly lives there. The women then don
their clothes and join the other women in the clearing below.
At this point, the grandchildren roast and dole out meat from the sacrifi-
cial animal. Most eat in their respective groups, while a few ad hoc groups
visit and feast on the royal graves visited the previous day by the grandchil-
dren. The loin, which people explicitly associate with giving birth, is
always eaten on a female ritual leader’s grave, while the a front leg is eaten
on a male ritual leader’s grave. When all have eaten, they return to the
male ritual leader’s homestead.
Once there, people sing rain songs, many of which are sexually explicit
or suggestive. In preparation for the second major address of the offering—
giving beer to the spirits (ku˜longa shalo)—the male ritual leader sits in
the doorway to his house. The grandson initiates the offering. He stands
in the centre of the courtyard holding a ritual whisk (nsing’wanda); at his
feet sits a divining bowl (again, placed east-west) filled with ancestral beer
and water. Dipping the whisk into the bowl and splashing it to the east,
he begins his theatrically intoned address to the spirits, repeating this pro-
cedure to the west, south and then north. When he finishes, the grand-
daughter does the same. The day’s events are brought to a close by
addresses from the royal leaders’ classificatory father and, finally, a jester.
15. There are a number of caves in Ihanzu and surrounding areas where giant drums
are found (HUNTER 1953). The Ihanzu do not know who made them, but claim
that they were already there when they migrated into the area long ago (KOHL-
LARSEN 1943: 168). It is the sacred caves, not the drums in them, that people
find most significant in these offerings.
PICTURE 2. — GRANDSON STARTING FIRE WITH FIREDRILL,
WHILE GRANDDAUGHTER HOLDS THE BASE
PICTURE 3. — GRANDDAUGHTER STARTING FIRE WITH FIREDRILL,
WHILE GRANDSON HOLDS THE BASE
PICTURE 4. — DIVINER EXAMINING THE SACRIFICIAL ANIMAL’S LUNGS TO SEE WHETHER
THE SPIRITS HAVE ACCEPTED THE OFFERING
PICTURE 5. — TWO GRANDCHILDREN INSIDE THE HOUSE DISPLAYING THEIR BEER-FILLED,
RITUALLY-SIGNIFICANT CALABASHES OR “WOMBS”
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People continue to drink beer, often late into the night, and are expected
to sleep on the ritual leader’s homestead.
The next morning, the final day of the offering, the grandchildren arise
early. The granddaughter sets off cooking stiff sorghum porridge, while
the grandson roasts the meat remaining from the previous day’s sacrifice.
The grandson and granddaughter divide the stiff porridge in half and put
the two portions into two separate calabash bowls. They also divide the
roasted meat in this way. Each takes a bowl of stiff porridge and meat.
At sunrise, in the centre of the courtyard, the grandson begins the third
and final significant address of the offering. He tosses a piece of roasted
meat to the east, immediately followed by a piece of stiff porridge. As
the previous day, he addresses Mu˜nyankalı˜ in the east. He repeats the
sequence to the west, then to the north and south. The granddaughter fol-
lows the grandson, doing the same.
Addresses completed, the grandchildren feed small pieces of roasted
meat and stiff porridge to the male and female ritual leaders who sit idle
throughout. They then feed a few others from the royal clan, as well as
a group of senior men and the diviner. From inside the house the grandchil-
dren bring out bowls of roasted meat and stiff porridge—two each—which
are then served to the group of younger men, and finally, the women.
Following the meal the grandchildren distribute ancestral beer likewise:
clan elders, younger men and then women. A few elderly men and women,
including the male and female ritual leaders, then enter and drink beer inside
the house. The beer is served from two ritually-significant long-neck cala-
bashes or mu˜mbu˜, also the word for “womb”. These calabashes wear white
beads around their necks, beads that are today associated both with the
ancestors who wore them in abundance (Obst 1923: 222), and with the
powers of fertility the ancestors control (see Picture 5).
The grandchildren briefly address the spirits, one last time, and cover
over the beer trench they used to brew the beer. This rite officially marks
the end of the offering.
Discussion
Ihanzu ancestral offerings for rain are far from simple affairs. This much
is clear. If one takes into account ancestral beer brewing, these rites can
easily last a month, sometimes longer.
Equally evident is that Ihanzu ancestral offerings are replete with fertil-
ity and sexual symbolism. Throughout, ritual participants play, sometimes
in rather striking ways, on themes of gender difference and complementa-
rity.
One of the more obvious ways this is done is by using two differently
gendered grandchildren to initiate and conduct each and every step in the
ritual process. They must “co-operate”, so people say, and “reside together
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harmoniously” in everything they do. It is also they, and they alone, who
must use the gendered firedrill: to cause the sticks to have “sex” so fire
is “born”. Grandchildren’s addresses similarly allude to locally-inflected
understandings of gender and sexuality by focusing much attention on Mu˜n-
yankalı˜, the this-worldly male symbol who moves each day between his
two wives’ houses. Finally, the songs sung also hint at the salience of
fertility and sexuality in these rites.
Yet—and this is my point—to note simply that these rain rites, or any
others, are full of fertility and sexual symbolism, as many Africanist schol-
ars have done, provides us with few clues as to why this might be so. Nor
does it explain why ritual participants feel such rites are both appropriate
and efficacious. In other words, the question of interest is “Why do Ihanzu
rain rites, or similar rites elsewhere in Africa, often play on themes of gen-
der, sexuality and fertility?” The answer, I suggest, is because such rites
are linked to, and broadly informed by, local conceptions of reproductive
processes. As noted above, in Ihanzu eyes, this implies the notion of gender
complementarity. It now remains to trace explicitly the linkages between
Ihanzu notions of reproductive processes on the one hand, and ancestral
offerings for rain on the other. More to the point, the task is to demonstrate
that Ihanzu rain rites foreground themes of gender symmetry or gender com-
plementarity, while simultaneously de-emphasising themes of gender hier-
archy and difference so prevalent in day-to-day life. Since Mu˜nyankalı˜
features centrally in the principle ancestral addresses during all ancestral
offerings for rain, we would do well to begin with him.
The “Sun God” and Spatiality
Ihanzu men and women have surprisingly little to say about Mu˜nyankalı˜,
surprising, that is, given his centrality in these rain rites. First, everyone
seems to agree, he is male16. And second, the sun is his visible, this-
worldly representation. No one I spoke with could say more. This appar-
ent paucity of information, however, is itself instructive. For the little
people do say goes a long way towards explaining why they need say
no more.
Mu˜nyankalı˜ is male and, as the sun, moves from east to west each day
between his two wives’ houses. All spatial references during the offering,
including the orientation of the beer trench and divining bowl, as well as
16. Associations between the sun and masculinity are common among the Ihanzu’s
neighbours. This is so amongst the Turu (JELLICOE et al. 1967: 28), Sandawe
(TEN RAA 1969: 28), Sukuma (TANNER 1956: 51-52) and Iramba (PENDER-CUDLIP
c.1974: 14). The Iraqw, on the other hand, who live to the east of Ihanzu,
associate the sun (Looaa) with femininity and the earth spirits (neetlaamee) with
masculinity (SNYDER 1999: 227-228).
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the tossing of meat and porridge, people relate explicitly to Mu˜nyankalı˜’s
daily movements across the sky.
Each day, Mu˜nyankalı˜ moves from east to west, a movement associated
with cycles of life and death. For the men and women of Ihanzu, the
east and morning are associated with birth, upwards, growth and renewal.
Mu˜nyankalı˜ is reborn each morning. For this reason the east is auspicious.
Life-giving rains come from the east. Each year the royal rainshrine is
opened in the morning, when the sun is rising. And divination sessions,
which usually occur in the morning, face east. All ancestral offerings, too,
take place in the morning.
The west, on the other hand, is inauspicious. It is commonly associated
with death, downwards and decay. Mu˜nyankalı˜ dies here each evening.
Ihanzu graves have east-west orientations, and the head is invariably placed
to the west. When, on occasion, the wind causes rain to fall from the west,
as infrequently happens, people say this is bad rain (mbula mbı˜) that brings
aphids, lightning and other things unpropitious. When the rainshrine is
closed each year, it is done in the evening, when the sun is setting in
the west.
Ancestral addresses to Mu˜nyankalı˜, like all east-west spatial references
in these rites, therefore serve as a spatial commentary on an idealised gender
order. This is an order, as the Ihanzu see it, of gender complementarity.
Male and female work and live together harmoniously. Here, male (the
sun) is “active”. Female (his wives) is “passive”. Also worthy of note is
that there is never a time—in the daily cycle, in the individual life-cycle
or in the larger cosmic movement between the living and the dead—when
male and female are apart. They remain together but distinct.
Other spatial orientations also suggest ritual participants are actively
working at an idealised gender order. Recall, for a moment, the relative
positioning of men and women at the offering site itself (Figure 1). Men
sit above, women below. Between these two differently gendered groups
lies the fire, a ritually transformative agent which is frequently used as a
metaphor for sex, much like the gendered firesticks that started it. Within
these groups, the male ritual leader sits in one of the highest positions;
while the female ritual leader remains for most of the offering at the lowest
position. This is not only of anthropological interest, but of local interest
too. At one such offering I attended, several young women who had not
previously attended an offering initially sat above the elderly men. They
were sharply rebuked by other women and men and made to relocate to
their proper position “below”. These particular seating arrangements show
a concern with strategically placing the genders to reflect an ideal of gender
complementarity. Remember that “above” and “below” are ideally consid-
ered “male” and “female” respectively and that no gender hierarchy is
implied in this context.
Likewise, during these offerings, grandchildren address both male and
female spirits. Male and female spirits (alu˜ngu˜) are generally said to co-
operate in the underworld. All this-worldly spiritual afflictions, drought
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included, are thought to be caused by male and female spirits working
together. It is for this reason that, in Ihanzu, male and female spirits must
be addressed and placated together to heal the ill or to bring rain.
Ritual Sequence
If the contents of ancestral addresses and the spatial layout evoke an ideali-
sed order of gender complementarity, then so, too, does the temporal
sequence of these addresses. Grandson and granddaughter make all
addresses jointly, but never simultaneously. The grandson must go first,
the granddaughter second. This alludes once again to an idealised gender
order of complementarity where male precedes female. Both work
together; each fulfils his or her role. The overall sequence of addresses
operates in a similar fashion.
The grandchildren make numerous addresses throughout the offering.
These are usually brief, and do little more than state the obvious (i.e., we
are making an offering; we are brewing beer; we are digging a trench;
etc.). There are three addresses in particular that people single out as more
significant than all others. In the order they occur these are, firstly, giving
meat to the spirits (ku˜tagangı˜la); secondly, giving beer to the spirits
(ku˜longa shalo); and thirdly, on the final day, giving the spirits meat and
stiff porridge simultaneously. In light of the symbolic associations between
female and grain on the one hand, and male and livestock on the other, the
gender symbolism is once again manifest. So is the emphasis on gender
complementarity.
Grandchildren make the first of these addresses by tossing meat which,
given its association with men’s control over livestock, is symbolically
male-coded. This address condenses within it the male elements of Ihanzu
cosmological universe. The second significant address is made with sor-
ghum beer. Given the everyday symbolic associations between grain, beer
and women, this second address might be seen as embodying feminine ele-
ments of the cosmos. Taken together, the two addresses realise the ideali-
sed gender order in which male precedes female. Lest there be any
ambiguity as to the relative status of gender categories in these two
addresses, the final address to the spirits, made on the final day of the
offering, is a blatant assertion of gender equality. Here, the grandchildren
combine as equals masculine and feminine elements by tossing meat and
stiff porridge in the same address. It is at this point instructive to turn
more directly to the principle ritual officiants, the grandchildren themselves.
Grandchildren and Gender Complementarity
Grandchildren play a central role throughout ancestral offerings for rain.
Indeed, without a granddaughter and grandson co-operating and working
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together, such offerings cannot take place. As we have seen, both the con-
tent and sequence of their addresses are gendered. So, too, is the firedrill
that features so centrally in these rites, as the opening vignette to this article
suggests. The firedrill is “above”, “active” and thus male; the hearth, the
stationary piece of wood with a hole in it, is “below”, “passive” and thus
female.
But what makes granddaughters and grandsons appropriate, above all
others, as ritual officiants on such occasions? What distinguishes the grand-
child-grandparent relationship from other possible relationships, and makes
it ritually significant? To answer this question requires a brief discussion
of this important relationship.
In Ihanzu it is not uncommon for grandparents to look after their young
grandchildren. Children may reside for short or long periods with their
grandparents when, for example, parents carry out migrant labour in other
parts of Tanzania. Or, in other cases, children may grow up living with
grandparents, especially in those cases where the latter require regular assist-
ance with everyday domestic chores.
Grandparents do not discipline their grandchildren. This they leave to
the child’s parents. Today as in the past, the grandparent-grandchild
relationship in Ihanzu is one of easiness and mild teasing (maheko), “affec-
tion and equality” (Adam 1963: 23). This equality is manifest structurally
in several ways. First, grandchildren are frequently named after their grand-
parents. Second, grandparents and grandchildren often refer to each other
as siblings (aheu or ng’waitu). Consequently, the grandparent-grandchild
relationship is marked by a notion of equality that is never found, for
instance, in parent-child relationships (Turner 1955).
A corollary of this structural equality is that grandsons may woo their
grandmothers and vice-versa. There is, in fact, a good deal of sexual joking
between grandparents and grandchildren. Such joking, which is common
elsewhere in Africa (Beidelman 1997: 63), often revolves around the idea
that a grandson is scheming to steal ‘his’ rightful wife (that is, his own
grandmother) away from his grandfather. Not only this, but it is precisely
because grandchildren and grandparents are structurally located at opposite
ends of the generational cycle that they are considered appropriate for the
occasion. For both are, in a sense, sexually “pure”: ideally, neither grand-
children nor grandparents are sexually active, the former because they are
too young, the latter too old. And it is this very ideal of sexual “purity”
that allows them to “play with fire”—that is, to play with themes of gender
and sexuality—most freely and to the greatest effect17.
With its heavy emphasis on both equality and sexuality, the Ihanzu
grandparent-grandchild relationship thus presents itself as an ideal one for
enshrining and acting out notions of gender complementarity necessary for
17. I should like to thank an anonymous reviewer for drawing my attention to this
latter point.
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rain offerings. It is equal in a way that other relationships like parent-child
simply are not. It is also the most blatantly “sexual” relationship, albeit
in a joking manner. Although the husband-wife relationship might be con-
sidered a suitable alternative, this relationship is rarely marked by the same
notion of equality between the genders required for rain rites.
Above all else, by acting out the principles of gender complementarity,
while at the same time relegating ideologies on gender asymmetry to the
symbolic background, ritual participants seek to create an alternative vision
of their social and natural worlds: one where male and female co-operate,
reside harmoniously together and where, as a result, fertility flows in abun-
dance. Grandson and granddaughter, being differently gendered and equal,
are best positioned to do this. With the assistance of others, they act out,
evoke and embody the principle of gender complementarity. As with gend-
ered fire sticks, creation, rejuvenation and transformation all require that
male and female unite as separate but equal entities. A solitary stick, like
a solitary gender, has no meaning.
*
In this article, I have shown that Ihanzu ancestral offerings for rain, in
varied ways, play on themes of gender and sexuality. The reason for this,
I submit, is that such rain rites are informed by a particular cultural logic
of transformative processes, a logic of gender complementarity. It is this
culturally-specific notion of transformation that makes such sexual symbol-
ism both meaningful and necessary in these rites. If rain rites are to be
effective, if they are to bring rain, then the Ihanzu cultural categories “male”
and “female” must combine as equals. There is no other way. Ritual
participants thus pay close attention to acting out, through ritual practice,
this particular proposition.
Identical cultural notions of reproductive processes undergird Ihanzu
men’s and women’s ideas about procreation. To create children, male and
female must unite as equals. Men and women each have semen, and these
differently gendered semens must combine in equal amounts. Once again,
male and female must co-operate to bring about change.
This cosmic congruence between rainmaking beliefs and ideas about
procreation is not the result of one leading directly to the other. Even
though people speak of the gendered “waters” required for procreation, as
well as the sexuality of rainmaking, no one in Ihanzu would confuse sex
with rainmaking. The point worth stressing, rather, is that underlying both
(re)productive, transformative processes lies the same notion: that cosmic
power comes in differently gendered pairs. And to accomplish their
respective goals, these pairs must combine as equals. What is more, such
principles need not be explicitly formulated in order to do what they purpor-
tedly do. To discuss sex, after all, will not bring a child any more than
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discussing sexually-laden rain-rites will bring the rain. In both cases action
speaks louder than words.
Although cosmic transformation for the Ihanzu is about uniting mascu-
line and feminine as equals, this is not everywhere the case. Nor need it
be. It is of course possible to imagine transformative processes in all sorts
of ways, one of which is asymmetrical reproduction where masculine is
superior to feminine (e.g., Brandström 1990). Consider, briefly, the Kaguru
of Tanzania who share a number of cultural, social and linguistic similarities
with the Ihanzu. For them:
“[K]indling a fire clearly alludes to sexual intercourse. In making fire with fires-
tick, Kaguru use an active stick of hardwood and a passive stick of soft and easily
combustible wood. The passive stick, the one drilled, is female” (Beidelman
1997: 205).
When it comes to firesticks, Kaguru thinking about gender and sexual
symbolism is strikingly similar to that of the Ihanzu (see also Århem 1985:
13; Jacobson-Widding 1990: 68). Even so, the Kaguru construct fire-
making not as a domain of gender equality but as one of male domination
(Beidelman 1997: 205). This implies, among other things, an ideology of
reproduction or transformative processes that is not about gender equality
but hierarchy. These differences, naturally, are empirical not theoretical
questions. The point, to reiterate, is that the questions need asking in the
first place. How are people’s different and competing notions of gender
linked to specific types of transformative processes like rainmaking?
In conclusion, it is simply not enough to note that African rainmaking
rites play on themes of gender and sexuality, patently true though such
observations may be. To stop here is to ignore most of what is interesting
about rain rites in Africa. Instead, we must interrogate and problematise
these issues—which means coming to terms with locally—inflected notions
of reproduction and transformative processes, always, of course, situating
them soundly within specific cultural and social contexts. For at the end
of the day, male and female firesticks may be just two more sticks, like
any others. But they also promise to be much more.
London School of Economics and Political Science, London.
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ABSTRACT
For as long as scholars have written about African rainmaking rites and beliefs they
have noted the salience of gender and sexual symbolism in them. Yet they often
find this puzzling, and turn instead to the social, political and economic aspects of
rainmaking. This article, on the contrary, explores locally-inflected understandings
of rainmaking amongst the Ihanzu of Tanzania. It is argued that Ihanzu rain rites—
and by implication, rain rites in other parts of Africa—are replete with sexual symbol-
ism, and become locally meaningful, because they are linked to broad understandings
about reproductive processes. For the Ihanzu (re)production of any sort, including
making babies and rain, demands the equal and complementary combination of the
cultural categories “male” and “female”. This contrasts markedly with their everyday
notions of gender which imply gender hierarchy and inequality. The article thus
demonstrates how competing notions of gender and gender practices are operational-
ised in certain ritual and everyday settings. Above all else, like previous scholarship
on African rain rites, this article highlights the sexual symbolism in them; however,
it goes further by seeking to explore, in one particular ethnographic locale, the cul-
tural salience of that symbolism and the reasons it takes the form it does.
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RÉSUMÉ
Réflexions sur « deux bouts de bois » : Genre, sexualité et rites d’obtention de la
pluie. — Tous les chercheurs qui ont étudié les croyances et les rites d’obtention de
la pluie ont noté à leur propos la prééminence du symbolisme sexuel. Troublés par
ce phénomène, ils se sont tournés vers les aspects sociaux, politiques et économiques
de ces rites. A` l’inverse, la perspective adoptée ici privilégie l’analyse des interpréta-
tions locales des rites d’obtention de la pluie chez les Ihanzu de Tanzanie, en avan-
çant l’hypothèse que les rites de ce groupe et, par extrapolation, les rites similaires
d’autres populations africaines sont tous saturés de symbolisme sexuel et que, de
surcroît, ces rites prennent sens par rapport à des interprétations plus larges mettant
en jeu les processus de reproduction. Pour les Ihanzu, en effet, toute (re)production
(y compris celle des enfants et de la pluie) requiert une combinaison équilibrée des
catégories mâles et femelles. Cette caractéristique tranche avec leurs notions ordinai-
res de genre, lesquelles supposent la hiérarchie entre les sexes et l’inégalité. Cet
article tente ainsi de montrer que les notions concurrentes de genre et de pratiques
de genre sont mises en œuvre dans certains rituels et dispositifs de la vie de tous
les jours. Enfin, si, à l’instar de tous ceux qui ont étudié les rites de pluie cet article
met en évidence leur symbolisme sexuel, il va également plus loin en tentant de
cerner, dans le cadre d’un terrain particulier, l’importance de ce symbolisme et les
raisons pour lesquelles il prend précisément cette forme.
Keywords/mots-clés: Ihanzu, Tanzania, Gender, Rainmaking, Ritual, Sexuality/
Ihanzu, Tanzanie, genre, rites d’obtention de la pluie, rituel, sexualité.
